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Minutes of the NERS Provider Forum 

Microsoft Teams Meeting on 1st February 2022 10:00am 

Attendees: 

Aaron Lee Nigel Evans Mel Swift 

Adrienn Szabo Jason Everall Karl Miller  

Alan MacRae Franklin Umunnakwe Paul Leary 

Antony Abbott Gary Madgwick Paul Phelps 

Ben Brownbill Philip Henderson  Paul Swift 

Ben Byatt James Barker  Paul Wragg 

Benjamin Lois Jamie Berry Peter Lavender 

Bill Robertson Jason Critchley Philip Rough 

Brian Cutler Joe Knotts Rebecca Lewis 

Simon Burnett John Benson Redmond Cosgrove 

Carl Blezard MBE John Gunning Richard Yates 

Chris Clark Katie Yates Robert Caldare 

Paul Costelloe Kevin Wilkinson Russell Barker 

Darren Roache Klaus Rebucha Sean Egan 

David Lennon Lee Carpenter Simon ?? (ENS) 

David McDonald Mark Bayliss Les Thomas 

Stephen Davies Martin Burns Tyson Lewis 

Eric Barbour Andrew McAllister-brown  
 

  

 

1. Introductions 

LT thanked everyone for their attendance and reiterated that due to the number of 
attendees, formal introductions were foregone. The agenda was reviewed and the 
arrangements for this Teams Meeting were described.  

2. Apologies 

As this was a Teams meeting and there were no restrictions to numbers, over 300 
invitations had been sent and there had been 70 original acceptances. With 48 ICP 
representatives attending on the day, due to the nature of the open invitation, only 
attendees are identified in the minutes. 
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3. Review of Minutes & Actions of NERS Forum held on 2nd November 
2021 

The minutes of the last meeting had been issued previously and were accepted as a true 

record of the meeting. (Copy attached for completeness) 

A brief overview of the various topics documented in the minutes was provided and the 

actions discussed as follows: 

3.1 Outstanding Action - Network Authorisations 

The Issue related to HV self-connect activity via a Transfer of Control Certificate, where 

UKPNs current process requests that the CMEs are restored before the CTC is cancelled. 

UKPN and PoC have agreed to have a discussion so UKPN can gain an understanding of 

what is seen as best practice and then ultimately review what changes UKPN can make to 

their current self-connect offerings. 

PW explained that a meeting had been held with UKPN and explained that an agreement 

had been reached to allow the network to be handed back “Control to Control” The revised 

process resolves Power on Connections immediate concerns; However the arrangements 

may not fit for all ICPs. However. This Action is closed 

3.2 Potential changes to the NERS requirements document. 

LT reiterated that V8 of the NERS requirements document had been hosted and following 

a recent Strategy Review Group earlier in January, V9 is being worked on with and a 

number of initiatives are being discussed. The initiatives are to be discussed under agenda 

item 7 Below. 

3.3 Section 50 Notices 

The issue regarding Local Authorities NRSWA 1991 requirements making Section 50 

applications overly onerous and forcing ICP’s to seek Statutory Street Works Noticing via 

IDNO’s raised by Frank Welsh under AOB was discussed further. Several Issues were 

clarified: 

• Some asset owners may be willing to undertake the notice arrangements but 

cannot do so unless there is a firm Connections Agreement in place. Even then, 

some are reluctant due to the liabilities involved. 

• The size of Bonds required mean Providers have difficulty in remaining 

Competitive, County Durham quoted as an example 

• The length of time quoted for completing a section 50 application means 

Providers cannot compete with a Network owner on timescales. 3 Months 

quoted in Surrey with UKPN quoting a start date 6-8 Weeks in their quotations 

• Crossing London Boroughs each with their own requirements or crossing 

bridges where the bridge owners are often Unknown is a minefield for Providers 

which mean the network owners can navigate much quicker 

During discussion it was agreed that the as it is the Highways Authorities prerogative to 

manage the highways as they see fit and it can appear that this is a method of raising 

money. There is little this panel / NERSAP can do, however MS agreed to ask the GTC 

Streetworks Manager to raise the issue Nationally as part of the Streetworks UK review 

and at the NORTH and Central Belt HAUC to see if there was anything to be done 
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regarding unreasonable Bonds being requested by County Durham and the lead time 

quoted for approving a section 50 licence in Surrey. 

Examples of a network extension in Dorking was described where the council wanted an 

approved network design and letter confirming adoption before they would consider the 

application. 

Finally, it was explained that when Providers are transparent in their quotations to 

customers these issues are clearly barriers to competition as the customers become 

scared. 

 

Action  
MS to request the GTC Streetworks Manager to raise 

the issue Nationally at Streetworks UK and at various 

HAUC meetings  to see if there was anything to be 

done regarding unreasonable Bonds being requested 

by County Durham, the lead time quoted for 

approving a section 50 licence in Surrey and the 

impact of these decisions on competition in 

connections 

 

 

3.4 ENA Model Distribution Safety Rules 

MS explained that the Safety Rules are not yet published but that sign off was imminent 

with publication Late February Early March. 

4. LRQA Report 

4.1 Report Summary 

The LRQA Report (See Attached) was presented and the head line information discussed. 

• 345 Companies on the NERS  Register 

• 258 Construction companies holding at least some scopes @ Full accreditation 

• 20 Companies only hold Design scopes @ Full accreditation 

• 4 Companies only hold civil scopes @ Full Accreditation 

 

66 Companies remain at partial 

Five companies have been suspended  

• 2 have let their Partial certificates lapse. 

• One has left their Recertification lapse 

• One has failed to respond to repeated requests for SVs 

• One has not paid for an assessment Invoiced March 2021 

 

4.2 Surveillance Visit Delivery 

During the discussion on Surveillance Visit Delivery it was clarified that as Covid 

restrictions ease there was probably a need to reintroduce the NERS Requirement to 

reduce a Provider’s accreditation to Partial one month after due date and this was going to 

the raised at NERSAP.  

It was also reiterated that the surveillance visit schedules were in fact a 6 Month, 4 Month 

or 3 Month window dependent on the size of the organisation and the scopes held. It is 

incumbent on the Providers to ensure they meet the surveillance schedule it is prudent to 
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contact LRQA within the window as and when activities arise rather than waiting until the 

last possible minute to try to arrange a visit when there may be limited work for 

assessment. 

Action  
LRQA to confirm with NERSAP before reintroducing 

the requirements of A1.3.4 Non-Compliance with 

Surveillance Visit Schedule following the easing of 

COVID restrictions 

 

 

The top Reasons for Minor deficiencies raised in last reporting period were presented and 

as Passports being in place and completed and Certificates of Competence being  

available and compliant resulted in 18 of the 38 findings issued this is still the area of our 

greatest number of findings and is to be discussed once again  as the best practice 

discussion. See item 5 Below 

5. Best Practice Discussion 

5.1 It was explained that there appeared to be Confusion experienced by the “Confirmation of 

Competency Certificate" as it sounds so much like the wording of the “Certificate of 

Competency” (COC). 

For further clarity 

• A provider now may combine the passport and COC to form a single document 

called a “Confirmation of Competency Certificate". 

• A “Confirmation of Competency Certificate" is an overview of the training and 

competencies of an individual signed by both assessing and authorizing officers. 

• The “Confirmation of Competency Certificate" need not have training validity dates 

as long as these are centrally maintained and accessible on request. 

• Where a provider does not make use of a “Confirmation of Competency Certificate" 

and instead maintains the ‘traditional’ Passport and COC separately, the passport 

must comply with existing requirements of section 13 and have said validity dates 

as historically expected. 

 

THERE MUST BE A RECORD OF ANNUAL COMPETENCY REVIEW EITHER ON THE 

CERTIFICATE OR IN THE PASSPORT. 

During discussion it was clarified that evidence of an annual review is a significant 

weakness seen repeatedly. If the Certificate is valid for three years this is not an issue but 

there still needs to be an annual review to confirm the certificate remains valid and 

evidence of this review retained. 

PW reminded the forum that the Combined Confirmation of Competency Certificate does 

save a lot of time and is well worth the effort to get it right.    

6. Review of NERSAP Minutes - November 2021 

6.1 General Overview 

MS gave an overview of the last NERSAP meeting clarifying that due to reorganizational 

changes in a number of Network Operators, there had not been full representation. He 

explained that these changes were nearing completion meaning that there would be new 

representatives in the next NERSAP. 

It was also explained that there would also be a representative of the Highways Electrical 

Association, following the retirement of the previous representative. 

6.2 LRQA and Inspection Services Sale 
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The sale of LRQA to Goldman Sachs is now complete and we are already seeing some 

benefits with more autonomy and a more flexible approach. Hopefully this will result in 

technology improvements in the near future. 

Also of interest is the fact that LRQA is part of the Goldman Sachs Charitable Foundation 

with similar business ethics to Lloyds Register. 

MOUs are being finalised with the various advisory panels 

7. Working Group Updates 

7.1 Competency Working Group 

No further meetings held as yet but EUSR have been tasked with identifying what they 

need to do to take the PSS framework forward and also to consider the Governance 

for Design Competence framework and the updates required to the Craft and Design 

scope of requirements document. The competency working group to continue driving 

this initiative. 

7.2 Strategic Review Working Group 

MS informed the meeting that there had been a productive SWG meeting early in 

January and a number of initiatives proposed are in their early stages. 

The NERS relationships between NERSAP, this Providers Forum and LRQA are 

documented in a Memorandum Of Understanding (MOU). The recent acquisition of 

LRQA by Goldman Sachs has triggered a review of the MOU to ensure that the 

scheme is fit for purpose moving forward. A draft has been circulated for discussion. 

The group are also looking at the scheme requirements from the point of view of the 

Network Owners and the Competition in Connections document, with an eye on 

technology changes to make sure the scheme is fit for purpose for the foreseeable 

future. The scheme needs to be agile enough to respond to changes if the opportunity 

to widen the scope of work completed in the new connections market arises. 

There are no concrete proposals currently but there is likely to be a drip feed of 

changes through revision of the Scheme requirements document. 

The main area of consideration discussed was how do we promote the scheme to 

customers? and if a Trip Advisor/Trust pilot rating system is feasible? Issues were 

discussed regarding the need for transparent, rating criteria, calibration of assessment 

results,  who has input, and the speed of updating the register. However, there was a 

general consensus that there would be benefits as such a system would: 

• Give the customers information to make an informed choice when selecting 

ICP partners 

• Give all ICPs an incentive to focus on delivery of the scheme requirements 

• Promote competition by giving potential customers confidence that there is 

another option, other than choosing the Incumbent Network Operators. 

• Provides recognition of the better companies  

 

There was an acceptance that in principle such a system would be beneficial, but the 

question was, how to do it? During discussion it was explained that the HEA has a 

system in place as do some Network Operators in other all Utilities. Finally it was 

explained that, as this would be beneficial to all utilities, LRQA would be seeking input 

from NERS WIRS and GIRS stakeholders.  

 

8. AOB 
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8.1 The Issue of LRQA outsourcing its Finance Department has resulted in issues arising 

regarding Invoices. LT responded that the outsourcing was not necessarily the issue, 

but the fact that we had undergone a name change, a change of legal entity, in 

conjunction with the new ways of working was the issue. As the systems become 

embedded issues would reduce but should issues arise contact the Utilities team or 

Les Thomas to resolve. 

 

8.2 With 48 ICPs in attendance LT thanked everyone for their participation and asked if 

Teams was the way forward or would people prefer a physical meeting. There was a 

general consensus that least once a year it would be beneficial to have a physical 

meeting as this presents a networking opportunity so could a Hybrid arrangement be 

considered. LRQA agreed to arrange a physical meeting in July and look at the option 

of providing a TEAMs Link. 

 

9. Dates of next Meetings 

 
Agreed Dates 2022 

NERS Provider Forum   7th June & 11th October 

NERSAP                          15th February, 21st  June & 25th October 

 


